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McDonagh Plays: 1 - Martin McDonagh 1999

Martin McDonagh's plays have been produced in London and New York and have garnered numerous awards including four Tony Award nominations for Best Play. Since the debut of The Beauty Queen of Leenane in 1996, his work has been heralded for capturing the dark humor and zeitgeist of postmodern rural Ireland. Plays include: The Beauty Queen of Leenane, Skull of Connemara and Lonesome West.

The Beauty Queen of Leenane - Martin McDonagh 2013-04-25

The Beauty Queen of Leenane tells the darkly comic tale of Maureen Folan, a plain and lonely woman in her early forties, and Mag her manipulative ageing mother whose interference in Maureen's first and potentially last loving relationship sets motion in a train of events that is as gothically funny as it is horrific.

The Theatre and Films of Martin McDonagh - Patrick Lonergan 2014-03-20

Martin McDonagh is one of the world's most popular playwrights. This is a highly readable and illuminating account of his career to date that will appeal to the legions of fans of his stage plays and the films Six Shooter and In Bruges. As a resource for students and practitioners it is unrivalled, providing an authoritative and enquiring approach to his work that moves beyond the tired discussions of national identity to offer a comprehensive critical exploration. Patrick Lonergan provides a detailed analysis of each of his plays and films, their original staging, critical reception, and the connections within and between the Leenane Trilogy, the Aran Islands plays and more recent work. It includes an interview with Garry Hynes, artistic director of Druid Theatre Company, and offers four critical essays on key features of McDonagh's work by leading international scholars: Joan Dean, Eamonn Jordan, Jose Lanters and Karen O'Brien. A series of further resources including a chronology, glossary, notes on McDonagh's use of language and a list of further reading makes this the perfect companion to one of the most exciting dramatists writing today.

McDonagh Plays: 1 - Martin McDonagh 2014-05-08

Martin McDonagh's plays have been produced in Galway, Dublin, London and New York. They have created excitement and have won numerous awards. In individual editions the plays have been among Methuen's most popular sellers. 'Martin McDonagh's The Leenane Trilogy, one of the great events of the contemporary Irish theatre' (Irish Times). This volume contains: The Beauty Queen of Leenane - McDonagh's writing is pitiless but compassionate: he casts a cold, hard, but understanding eye on relationships made of mistrust, hesitation, resentment and malevolence (Sunday Times). A Skull in Connemara - Here, McDonagh's gift is at its most naked and infectious ... it leaves you giddy with gruesome exhilaration (Financial Times); The Lonesome West: 'The play combines manic energy and physical violence in a way that is both hilarious and viciously exciting' (Daily Telegraph) 'A star is born, bright and blazing, confident, individual and shockingly accomplished' (Sunday Times)

A Skull in Connemara - Martin McDonagh 2014-07-10

Winner 1996 Evening Standard Award for Most Promising Playwright; Winner 1996 George Devine Award for Most Promising Playwright For one week each autumn, Mick Dowd is hired to diant the bones in certain sections of his local cemetery, to make way for new arrivals. As the time approaches for him to dig up those of his own late wife, strange rumours regarding his involvement in her sudden death seven years ago gradually begin to resurface.

McDonagh Plays: 1 - Martin McDonagh 2014-05-08

Martin McDonagh's plays have been produced in Galway, Dublin, London and New York. They have created excitement and have won numerous awards. In individual editions the plays have been among Methuen's most popular sellers. 'Martin McDonagh's The Leenane Trilogy, one of the great events of the contemporary Irish theatre' (Irish Times). This volume contains: The Beauty Queen of Leenane - McDonagh's writing is pitiless but compassionate: he casts a cold, hard, but understanding eye on relationships made of mistrust, hesitation, resentment and malevolence (Sunday Times). A Skull in Connemara - Here, McDonagh's gift is at its most naked and infectious ... it leaves you giddy with gruesome exhilaration (Financial Times); The Lonesome West: 'The play combines manic energy and physical violence in a way that is both hilarious and viciously exciting' (Daily Telegraph) 'A star is born, bright and blazing, confident, individual and shockingly accomplished' (Sunday Times)

In Bruges - Martin McDonagh 2008-04-15

You might be asking 'Where IS Bruges?' Well; it is in Belgium, and the filming of the city is absolutely breathtaking. If you enjoyed nothing else about this film, you would still really appreciate the beautiful views of the ancient buildings and canals. It follows two hitmen, Ray (Colin Farrell) and Ken (Brendan Gleeson) who are forced to hideout in Bruges after Ray accidentally kills a child during a hit. Whilst they are meant to be keeping a low profile and waiting for their boss (Ralph Fiennes) to call, Ray's tempestuous nature and a crew of bizarre insidt characters make this an impossible task. Farrell and Gleeson are comically opposed characters, offering much in the way of snappy, funny dialogue, which is only complimented by the appearance of Fiennes as their no nonsense, foul mouthed boss. The direction makes much use of the spectacular backdorp that Bruges provides, and Farrell in particular delivers an entertaining performance along with the rest of the cast.

The Lonesome West - Martin McDonagh 2014-05-27

'The play combines manic energy and physical violence in a way that is both hilarious and viciously exciting' Daily Telegraph Valene and Eibbing's low-life, low-brow, lovebirds with a hand to sell, and a hotel clerk with an aversion to gunfire, and we're do on the day they've abolished hanging? Amongst the cub reporters and sycophantic pub regulars, dying to hear Harry's reaction to the news, a peculiar stranger lurks, with a very different motive for the town. The Lonesome West is a play about waiting for things to happen, and waiting for the end. From that, and that simple premise, McDonagh creates the most bizarre, tortured lovebirds, and one of the most moving and violent endings of any Irish play, and of any kind of play. In this play, McDonagh shows us that laughter is the best medicine. It's a beautiful play, and it's funny, and it's angry, and it's beautiful. In short, it's a masterpiece. A Very Very Very Dark Matter premiered at the Bridge Theatre, London, in October 2018.

A Behanding in Spokane - Martin McDonagh 2011 THE STORY: In Martin McDonagh's first American-set play, Carmichael has been searching for his missing left hand for almost half a century. Enter two hickeying lovebirds with a hand to sell, and a hotel clerk with an aversion to gunfire, and we're

A Very Very Very Dark Matter - Martin McDonagh 2018-11-08

In a townhouse in Copenhagen works Hans Christian Andersen, a teller of exquisite and fantastic children's tales beloved by millions. But the true source of his stories dwells in his attic upstairs, her existence a dark secret kept from the outside world. Dangerous, twisted and funny, Martin McDonagh's new play delves deep into the abysses of the imagination. A Very Very Dark Matter premiered at the Bridge Theatre, London, in October 2018.

Hangmen - Martin McDonagh 2015-10-01

I'm just as good as bloody Pierrepont. In his small pub in Oldham, Harry is something of a local celebrity. But what's the second-best hangman in England to do on the day they've abolished hanging? Amongst the pub reporters and spycopastic pub regulars, dying to hear Harry's reaction to the news, a peculiar stranger lurks, with a very different motive for the court's visit. Don't worry. I may have my quirks but I'm not an animal. Or am I? One for the courts to discuss. Martin McDonagh's Hangmen premiered at the Royal Court Theatre, London, in September 2015.

The Cripple Of Inishmaan - Martin McDonagh 2013-11-06

"McDonagh is destined to be one of the theatrical luminaries of the 21st century" (The New Republic) In 1934, the people of Inishmaan hear that the Hollywood director Robert Flaherty is coming to the neighbouring island to film his documentary Man of Aran. A very different motive for the town. The Lonesome West is in its last days. Abandoned by the world, the people of Inishmaan plan to make the little town of Inishmaan a world of its own. But when a brutal murderer arrives, the plan goes askew. The Cripple of Inishmaan becomes a merciless portrayal of a world so comically cramped and mean-spirited that hope is an affront to its order. This volume contains: The Beauty Queen of Leenane - 'McDonagh's writing is pitiless but compassionate: he casts a cold, hard, but understanding eye on relationships made of mistrust, hesitation, resentment and malevolence (Sunday Times). A Skull in Connemara - Here, McDonagh's gift is at its most naked and infectious ... it leaves you giddy with gruesome exhilaration (Financial Times); The Lonesome West: 'The play combines manic energy and physical violence in a way that is both hilarious and viciously exciting' (Daily Telegraph) 'A star is born, bright and blazing, confident, individual and shockingly accomplished' (Sunday Times)

Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri - Martin McDonagh 2018-01-10

After months pass without a culprit in her daughter's murder case, Mildred Hayes pays for three signs challenging the authority of William Willoughby, the town's revered chief of police. When his second-in-command, Officer Dixon, a mother's boy with a penchant for violence, gets involved, the battle between Mildred and Ebbing's low-law enforcement threatens to engulf the town. Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri is a darkly comedic drama from Martin McDonagh. The film won Best Motion Picture - Drama and Best Screenplay on the Golden Globes 2018, and Best Film and Best Original Screenplay at 2018 BAFTAs.

The Theatre of Martin McDonagh - Liam Chambers 2006

With such plays as The Beauty Queen (1996), The Cripple of Inishmaan (1997), The Lonesome West (1997), A Skull in Connemara (1999), The Lieutenant of Inishmore (2003) and The Pillowman (2003) Martin McDonagh has made a huge reputation for himself in internationaly, winning multiple awards for his work and enjoying universal critical acclaim. Most recently, he won an Oscar for his short film Six Shooter (2006). This collection of essays is a vital and significant response to the many challenges set by McDonagh for those involved in the production and reception of his work. The volume brings together critics and commentators from around the world, who assess the work from a diverse range of often provocative approaches. What is not surprising is the focus and commitment of the engagement, given the controversial and at Whathever for or against, this is an essential read for all who wish to enter the complex debate about the Theatre of Martin McDonagh.

The Beauty Queen of Leenane - Martin McDonagh 1896-02-26

Length: 9 scenes.
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McDonagh Plays 1 The Beauty Queen Of Leenane A Skull In Connemara The Lonesome West Contemporary Dramatists
The Pillowman - 2003 A delicious two-hander by Michael Puzzo about strangers stranded in a hunting cabin. How they came to be there is hilariously doled out by Mr. Puzzo along with thoughts about identity, the Internet and the last in us all... as rewarding a trip off the beaten Heartrending and unexpectedly funny. —NY Times. Distinguished by Barrow's uncommonly excellent writing...there's no denying Barryon's talent. —Star-Ledger. [Ms. Barrow has a gift for dialogue that is tightly interlocked, smartly punctuated with on-target

No Country for Old Men - Paddy Lyons 2008 Once a cover-up story and diaspora, in the 1990s Ireland began to attract immigration from other parts of the world: a new citizenry. By the first decade of the twenty-first century, the ratio between GDP and population placed Ireland among the wealthiest nations in the world. The Peace Agreements of the mid-1990s and the advent of power-sharing in Northern Ireland have enabled Ireland's story to change still further. No longer locked into troubles from the past, the Celtic Tiger can now leap in new directions. These shifts in culture have left Ireland's literary opportunity to look afar at its own past and, thereby, new perspectives have also opened for Irish Studies. The contributors to this volume explore these new openings; the essays examine writings from both now and past in the new frames afforded by new times.

Martin McDonough - Richard Rankin Russell 2007-11-15 This book represents the first collection of original critical material on Martin McDonough, one of the most celebrated young playwrights of the last decade. Credited with reinvigorating contemporary Irish drama, his dark, despairing comedies have been performed extensively both on Broadway and in the West End, culminating in an Olivier Award for The Pillowman and an Academy Award for his short film Six Shooter. In Martin McDonough, Richard Rankin Russell brings together a variety of theoretical perspectives - from global cosmopolitanism to postcolonial criticism - to consider McDonough's plays in unprecusse critical dialogue. These essays cover topics such as gender, politics, the dehumanizing violence and the role of Catholicism in the work of this most precocious of contemporary dramatists. Contributors: Marion Castleberry, Brian Cliff, Joan Fitzpatrick Dean, Marta Doyle, Laura Eldred, Jose Lanters, Patrick Lonergan, Stephanie Pollock, Richard Rankin Russell, Karen VanderVliet

Oscar Wilde and Contemporary Irish Drama - Graham Price 2018-10-23 This book is about the Wildean aesthetic in contemporary Irish drama. Through elucidating a discernible Wildean strand in the plays of Brian Friel, Tom Murphy, Thomas Kilroy, Martina Carroll, and Frank McGuinness, it demonstrates that Oscar Wilde's importance to Ireland's theatrical canon is equal to that of W. B. Yeats, J. M. Synge and Samuel Beckett. The study examines key areas of the Wildean aesthetic: his aestheticizing of experience via language and self-conscious performance; the notions of the dandy in Wildean texts and how such a figure is engaged in today's dramas; and how his contribution to the concept of a 'verbal theatre' has influenced his dramatic successors. It is of particular pertinence to academics, postgraduate students in the fields of Irish drama and Irish and French literature, and for those interested in the work of Oscar Wilde, Brian Friel, Tom Murphy, Thomas Kilroy, Martina Carroll and Frank McGuinness. okopoj

The Woods, Lakeboat, Edmond - David Mamet 2014-10-03 Three plays from the Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award-winning author of Glengarry Glen Ross and American Buffalo. The Woods is a modern dramatic parable about, as Mamet put it, "why men and women have a hard time trying to get along with each other." The story features a young man and woman spending a night in his family's cabin where they experience passion, then disillusionment, but are in the end reconciled by mutual need. In Lakeboat, an Ivy league college student takes a summer job as a cook aboard a Great Lakes cargo ship where the crewmembers —men of all ages—share their wild fantasies about sex, gambling, and violence. Mamet also wrote the screenplay to the 2006 film starring Peter Falk and Denis Leary. In Edmond, a white-collar New York City man is set morally adrift after a visit to a fortune-teller. He soon leaves an unfulfilling marriage to find sex, adventure, compassion, and, ultimately, the meaning of his existence. Mamet also wrote the screenplay for the 2005 film starring William H. Macy. "T[ha] beautifully conceived love story." —Chicago Daily News on The Woods "Mamet's language has never been so precise, pure, and affecting." —Richard Eder of The New York Times on The Woods "Richly overheard talk and loopy, funny construction." —Michael Feingold in The Village Voice on Lakeboat "A riveting theatrical experience that illuminates the heart of darkness." —Jack Kroll of Newsweek on Edmond

Modern Drama: Plays of the '80s and '90s - Caryl Churchill 2001 An anthology bringing together some of the most important and controversial plays from the last twenty years.

The Methuen Drama Guide to Contemporary Irish Playwrights - Martin Middeke 2010-08-19 This Methuen Drama Guide to Contemporary Irish Playwrights is an authoritative guide to the work of twenty-five playwrights from the last 50 years whose work has helped to shape and define Irish theatre. Written by a team of international scholars, it provides an illuminating survey and analysis of each writer's work and will be invaluable to anyone interested in, studying or teaching contemporary Irish drama. The playwrights examined range from John B. Keane, Brian Friel and Tom Murphy, to the crop of writers who emerged in the 1990s and who include Martin McDonough, Martina Carr, Emma Donoghue and Mark O'Rowe. Each essay features: a biographical sketch and introduction to the playwright; a discussion of their most important plays; an analysis of their stylistic and thematic traits; the critical reception and their place in the discourses of Irish theatre; a bibliography of texts and critical material. With a total of 190 plays discussed in detail, over half of which were written during the 1990s and 2000s, The Methuen Drama Guide to Contemporary Irish Plays is unrivalled in its study of recent plays and playwrights.

A History of Modern Drama, Volume II - David Krasner 2016-03-31 A History of Modern Drama. Volume II explores a remarkable breadth of topics and analytical approaches to the dramatic works, authors, and transitional events and movements that shaped world drama from 1960 through to the dawn of the new millennium. Features detailed analyses of plays and playwrights, examining the influence of a wide range of writers, from mainstream icons such as Harold Pinter and Edward Albee, to more unorthodox writers by Peter Weiss and Sarah Kane. Provides global coverage of both English and non-English dramas - including works from Africa and Asia to the Middle East Considers the influence of art, music, literature, architecture, society, politics, culture, and philosophy on the formation of post-modern dramatic literature Combines wide-ranging topics with original theories, international perspective, and philosophical and cultural context Completes a comprehensive two-part work examining modern world drama, and alongside A History of Modern Drama. Volume I, offers readers complete coverage of a full century in the evolution of global dramatic literature.

The Palgrave Handbook of Contemporary Irish Theatre and Performance - Eamon Jordan 2018-09-18 This Handbook offers a multiform sweep of theoretical, historical, practical and personal glimpses into a landscape characterised as contemporary Irish theatre and performance. Bringing together a spectrum of voices and sensibilities in each of its four sections — Histories, Close-ups, Interfaces, and Reflections — it casts its gaze back across the past sixty years or so to recall, analyse, and assess the recent legacy of theatre and performance on this island. While offering informative overviews and reflections of current thought across its chapters, this book will serve most handsly as food for thought and a springboard for curiosity. Offering something different in its mix of themes and perspectives, so that previously unexamined surfaces might come to light individually and in conjunction with other essays, it is a wide-ranging and indispensable resource in Irish theatre studies.

From Leenane to L.A.: Eamon Jordan 2014 As a playwright, screenwriter, and film director, Martin McDonagh has amassed an exceptional body of work since the premiere of the controversial, hugely successful, and career altering The Beauty Queen of Leenane in 1996. This renowned work was followed by acclaimed and award winning plays and films, such as The Lieutenant of Inishmore, The Pillowman, Six Shooter, In Bruges, and Seven Psychopaths. Now available in paperback, this wide ranging study considers the broad spectrum of influences on McDonagh's writing, his intricate transgressive theatricality of one of the most notorious, unique, successful, and inspiring talents writing today.

The Theatre and Films of Martin McDonagh - Patrick Lonergan 2014-12-16 Martin McDonagh is one of the world's most popular dramatists. This is a highly readable and illuminating analysis of his career to date that will appeal to the legions of his fans of stage plays and the films Six Shooter and In Bruges. As a resource for students and practitioners it is unrivalled, providing an authoritative and enquiring approach to his work that moves beyond the tred discussions of national identity to offer a comprehensive critical exploration. Patrick Lonergan provides a detailed analysis of each of his plays and films, their original staging, critical reception, and the connections within and between the Leenane Trilogy, the Aran Islands plays and more recent work. It includes an interview with Garry Hynes, artistic director of Druid Theatre Company, and offers four critical essays on key features of McDonagh's work by leading international scholars: Joan Dean, Eamonn Jordan, Jose Lanters and Karen VanderVliet. A series of further resources including a chronology, glossary, notes on McDonagh's use of language and a list of further reading makes this the perfect companion to one of the most exciting dramatists writing today.

In-Ver-Face Theatre - Aleks Sierzi 2014-10-23 This is the most controversial and newsworthy plays of British theatre are a rash of rude, vicious and provocative pieces by a brat pack of twentysomethings who debuted with the now legendary The repeats and audiences with their bloody mix of sex, violence and street-corner. In-Ver-Face is the first book to explain this exciting outburst of creative self-expression by what in other contexts has been called Generation X, or Thatcher's Children, the 'yobs' who grew up during the last Conservative Government. The book argues that, for example, Trainspotting, Blasted, Mojo and Shopping and P**king are much more than a collection of shock tactics - taken together, they represent a consistent critique of modern life, one which focuses on the problem of the crisis of masculinity and the futility of consumerism. The book contains extensive interviews with playwrights, including Sarah Kane (Blasted), Mark Ravenhill (Shopping and P**king),
Duncan Macmillan: Plays One 2016-05-06 This is the first collection from critically acclaimed playwright Duncan Macmillan, containing the plays Monster, Lungs, 2071, Every Brilliant Thing and People, Places and Things.

Walls and Windows-Rosaleen McDonagh 2021-11-01 Lade, when it comes to your time for pickin' women, you're not going to have my kind of luck. The best one is taken. All Julia and John want is to live their lives with their own terms. But despite their hopes, the outside world and its racism puts paid to their plans. A world premiere of a new play from Rosaleen McDonagh, this tender, complex and beautiful love story examines how external circumstances pull us apart, when all we really want is to be together. This edition was published to coincide with the world premiere at Abbey Theatre, Dublin, in August 2021

Unsettled-Rosaleen McDonagh 2021-09-09 Rosaleen McDonagh writes fearlessly about a diverse experience of being Irish. 'Unsettled' explores racism, ableism, abuse and resistance as well as the bonds of community, family and friendship. As an Irish Traveller writing from a feminist perspective, McDonagh's essays are rich and complex, raw and honest, and, above all else, uncompromising.

Irish Theater in America-John P. Harrington 2009-02-28 For over 150 years, Irish playwrights, beginning with Dion Boucicault, have been celebrated by American audiences. However, Irish theater as represented on the American stage is a selective version of the national drama, and the underlying causes for Irish dramatic success in America illuminate the cultural state of both countries at specific historical moments. Irish Theater in America is the first book devoted entirely to the long history of this transatlantic exchange. Born out of the conference of the Irish Theatrical Diaspora project, this collection gathers together leading American and Irish scholars, in addition to established theater critics. Contributors explore the history of Irish theater in America from Harrigan and Hart, through some of the greatest and most disappointing Irish tours of America, to the most contemporary productions of senior Irish playwrights such as Brian Friel and younger writers such as Martin McDonagh and Conor McPherson. Covering the complexity of the relationship between Irish theater and the United States, this volume goes beyond the expected analysis of plays to include examinations of company dynamics, analysis of audience reception, and reviews of production history of individual works. Contents include: Mick Moloney, “Harrigan, Hart, and Braham: Irish-America and the Birth of the American Musical” Nicholas Grene, “Faith Healer in New York and Dublin” Lucy McDarmid, “The Abbey, Its ‘Helpers,’ and the Field of Cultural Production in 1913” Christina Hunt Mahony, “‘The Irish Play’: Beyond the Generic”

HJEAS: 2003

Comic Elements in the Drama ‘Cripple of Inishmaan’ by Martin McDonagh-Maren Tanner 2013-08-02 Seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 2,7, University of Tübingen, course: Irish Drama, language: English, abstract: The purpose of this paper is to analyze various comedic elements and their function in the drama “Cripple of Inishmaan”. First, there will be a closer look on the author Martin McDonagh, who is known for his individual style and also for other comedies, like “Behanding in Spokane” of “The Pillowman”. Later, it will be focused on the play itself, what is the plot, which role play setting and characters. It will be also discussed, how the “Cripple of Inishmaan” fulfills the aspects of an Irish national drama. But the main question to analyze is, if the play can be considered as a dark comedy. For this purpose, the term “comedy” will be defined and it will be analyzed how the terminology of Frye and the three theories of humour can be applied to the the play “Cripple of Inishmaan”. It is to show that the drama fulfills the elements of a comedy. In the main part there will be a closer look on the drama itself, especially on the funny characters and their behaviour.

The Cavalcaders-Billy Roche 2003-01-01 ...[a] lovely and hauntingly original family drama...a work that breathes so much life into the theater. --Time Out NY. ...[a] delicate visual feast...When theatergoers talk about a play as a religious experience, they usually just mean that it had charismatic...

Irish Theatre on Tour-Nicholas Grene 2005 Essays on the touring of Irish theatre, at home and abroad.

The Theatre and Films of Martin McDonagh-Patrick Lonergan 2012-04-10 This title provides a definitive account of the career to date of Martin McDonagh. It combines an analysis of all of his work with interviews, critical essays and material relating to the original productions, making it essential for practitioners, students and general readers.

Martyr-Marius von Mayenburg 2015-09-09 Benjamin won’t do swimming at school. His mum thinks he’s on drugs or has body issues. But Benjamin has found God and mixed-sex swimming lessons offend him. Fundamentalism and tolerance clash in this funny, provocative play by leading German playwright, Marius von Mayenburg. Martyr considers how far we should go in accommodating another’s faith, and when we should take a stand for our own opposing beliefs.
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